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Subject: B2H -- to OPUC Commissioners and Staff -- Put TRUTH and Democracy First
Date: Monday, August 15, 2022 10:24:59 AM

In past hearings and work sessions regarding the B2H
application, the 'application' and its proponents have
been the center of focus.  That the process is driven by
an 'applicants' idea on how to make a profit ---certainly
does not justify it as a reasonable nor appropriate
proposal for energy solutions or common sense ---NOT
least cost/least risk compared to modern, intelligent and
solutions using the most recent and beneficial
technologies.

What follows is germane to this process.

I object to the proposed, unacceptable,  3 minute time
allotment for those good citizens who have spent literally
thousands of hours of their lives, unpaid, working
diligently to make the obvious plain to all:

 --- that the B2H is simply an environmental disaster, a
continuance of out-dated thinking to new age issues, and
most egregiously,  a bald-faced profit grab by a for-profit,
investor owned, out-of-state, monopoly (which are
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'supposed' to be held, by regulators to the highest
standards as they have unequaled 'gifts and power' from
the society.)

--- that these few good people of Oregon, are the ONLY
ones doing the thankless and arduous task of wading
through the incompetent and manufactured 'application'
by the Idaho Power Corporation, to show you, and
everybody, that this self serving scam is contrived under
a moving set of 'needs' (= a new 'need' is invented as the
previous lame one is shown completely faulty), that the
propositions included in this smoke and mirrors
application are incomplete, erroneous and often out-right
lies.   These citizens volunteer to do your work, that of
the OPUC and that of the other agencies and
governmental officials, because you and the others
deem it acceptable to 'check off the boxes' of this
lobbyist manufactured process.   

These hard working people have sacrificed their most
precious resource, their time, to be good members of
their community and state and planet.   To 'grant' them  3
MINUTES to provide evidence, explanation, and nuance,
and to counter the hundreds of thousands of pages of
BS application, sham 'administrative law' judge rulings
that are beyond biased, and Corporate double-speak
layered on for over a decade by an army of lawyers and
lobbyists and PR wanks, is beyond a slap in the face.   It
is deplorable.  This not democracy by any stretch.   Not
fair.  Not in the Public's Interest?    Is it??



These few citizens 'for truth and justice' should be the
center piece of your hearings, and should be asked at
every turn and question, what their take on that particular
issues is as well as their big-picture view of this
corporate scheme.

Who knows it better? They have studied this more than
any single agency bureaucrat, more than any EFSC staff
or Councilor, more than than ODOE and OPUC put
together.  Even if they knew only 1/100th of these others,
they have a CREDIBLE and UN-ASSAILABLE, and UN-
CORRUPTED  standard of ETHICS and TRUTH that no
on else in this mess can even dare claim.   

These people have already been deemed 'lessor' --- 
"limited party status" , less than the the For Profit
Monopolists who are Full Party members.   There issues
have been at first constrained by the lobbyist written
rules of the State (yes they are) , 'denied' on many
important issues by administrators and 'judges' , and
even had their issues narrowed or re-defined.    The
most pressing and obvious issues cannot even be
'heard' --- like is there a legitimate 'need',  and why the
$2 Million dollar, 2 year, study funded by rate payers,
written by hundreds of scientists and specialists, as to
where the least impact route would be (with no
judgement as to need) was ignored by Idaho Power
Corporation?  Why did they instead 'choose' to ask for a
route right across the view-shed of entire towns, across
sensitive wildlife areas, exactly in front to the 'Scenic
View Designed' National Historic Oregon Trail



Interpretative Center?  Egregious, idiotic, rude,
,....wrong.    Why?

So even with all of these layers of limitations tangling up
the efforts of some good citizens of our State, they STILL
have numerous fundamental standing issues that alone,
and certainly in aggregate, show this application for what
it is --- inept at best, and an outright scam at worst.

Oregon and Oregonians deserve better than this overt
9% profit scheme.   300 miles of clearcuts and industrial
construction that will defile Oregon for a century ---for
what?         For Why?

Do we not have better and brighter ideas and solutions in
2022?  We do.  They are numerous and are REAL
solutions for this new century and beyond.   Are we
mired in an old process that was devised and gamed by
rich corporate players, a system dominated by the
'applicant' ---in so deep that we cannot see how corrupt it
is?  

YOU have absolutely NO good reasons nor obligations
to approve of this scam.   Give these good people of
Oregon that represent 95% of Oregonians (---how many
have written you with cogent arguments justifying any
part of this line?) give them, the respect and time to
prove this scheme is simply that.   That this Corporation
has twisted and lied every step of the way to connive an
approval toward one end.  



You are the fire-wall, the voice of conscience, the voice
of reason, the voice for the future, 

Oregon is really counting on you.

Peter Barry
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